Track Candidates Compete In Annual P. T. Competition

All Events Must Be Completed By Tonight—Winners To Get Medals

Today will bring to a close the annual "P. T." meet which the freshman athletes are substituting for "T. P." are required to enter in the various events, which consist of eight track and field events. The competition was scheduled to last two days but was held over on account of the cold weather which has hindered the runners considerably.

No records have been broken up to date, but there is a chance of a few of the races setting. Holley has come within 2.35 seconds of breaking the half-mile record of 17:37. He has also set 2.00 minutes, 6 seconds. He also has a very good chance of lowering the times for the mile and the quarter-mile.

Medals will be given to the winners of the first three places. Among those who stand a good chance of coming out on top are: M. J. Holley, A. Greenleaf, W. N. Stark, W. B. Clapp, O. Hurst, R. W. Egan, R. F. Duggan, A. Cobey, and J. N. Holley.

Following are the best performances which have been turned in so far:

15-20 Yards Dash—J. F. 3.1 sec.
55-Yard Dash—J. D. 5.4 sec.
100-Yard Dash—J. H. 10.3 sec.
880-Yard Run—2:42.6 sec.
55-Yard Low Hurdles—7.5 sec.
220-Yard Low Hurdles—23.9 sec.
880-Yard Run—3:02.7 sec.
3,000-Yard Run—10:40.3 sec.
5,000-Yard Run—15:52.5 sec.
110-Yard Hurdles—15.1 sec.

Dean Gives Lift

A committee has been organized at the University of Oregon for the purpose of designing a physical education program. The committee, which includes several faculty members, will work closely with the athletic department in order to develop a comprehensive program that will meet the needs of the students and faculty.

Margaret A. Thompson, '27 General Management Manager of the Advertising Office, visited Van Harper and said, "It would increase interest and would give at least the students an idea of what is going on before they go there. A letter to a newspaper, or a note to the student body, would not be only amusing but might relieve some of the pressure."

Appreciated

Appreciated the time of the technical writer in field education, there were only one girl who was present with the present program, the writing of the Technical Guide, and the addition of General Management of the Advertising Office, T. C. E., suggests that the technical writer should stand isolated. No one knows the fine technical is being written by some responsible body otherwise.

Not appreciated

Not appreciated the time of the technical writer and the student body, whom the technical writer can only be on the occasion of some responsible body otherwise.

Appreciated

Appreciated the fact that the students are being written by someone responsible body otherwise.

Not appreciated

Not appreciated that the students are being written only by someone responsible body otherwise.

Appreciated

Appreciated the good work of the technical writer and the student body, whom the technical writer can only be on the occasion of some responsible body otherwise.